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A verbs by doubling the first radical; e.g., iiT Deut. 6.25, j7T)

Deut. 2.40 (Hafel pf. and imp!. of )PT; of. the £raxic form, of this class in

Hebrew. Coare also replacement of 1.t first radical in "s) verbs by doubling

the second radical; e.g., 2) inf. of 1)' ; in further resolution

by nLalization, e.g.




No, 15. TM V1=.

1. The true status of the vowels is obscured by the application of the

Hebrew aeoretio system to the distinct Aramaic dialect, and the awkwardness of

this combination appears in the variant traditions of the text, as between recog

nized Ktib and Qre and among the M88 for the same forms. The Hebrew system of vo

calization has obviously often, but not consistently, imposed itself upon the Aza

izaic. The I&saoretic annotation stands in the first place for the later pronunci

ations and accentuations of synagogue use.

£xamp]ew.

Certain segholate nouns of Hebrew formation appear; ". g.,

over against ) ), ) at a. Are they

cont&minations from the Hebrew?

Z. Long (4) remains , does not become j as in Hebrew.

3. The compensativ, lengthening of vowels before gutturals and 1 gener-

ally appears; e. g., -T-) :.I De*t. 2.19.

4. But the Hebrew laws of tonic and pretonic heightening do not agree

with the Aramaic genius. Pestonic heightening is found accasionally, e.g., nilPiT

Deut 5.21. But the rule is to abbreviate not heighten the short syllable before

the tone, e.g., ]3.!) and 3), pi. 'j1)) (vs. Hobo nfl), 11)91) ).

5. Not only , but also and £ remain und.taloped in final tone syllables

e.g., inzpf. Pe'sl and the variant tra*Ltion of the Pa'el (Pa'il) sterna,

e.g. D and :11-ID

6. Also, long vowels can stand in clesed syllabè.s, whether with the tone,

e.g., i"tjp (Pe'il formation),, or toneless, e.g., tIPP
('allin, ppl. p1.)
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